
MOUNTAIN ON FIRE 
 

The top-event for cigar aficionados in Europe 
 

enjoyment - chillout - experiencing - amazement - relaxation - indulgence - partying 
 
 
The family-run 4**** Superior Hotel "Schoene Aussicht" in Hochsoelden is hosting, for a 
second time, the most exclusive cigar- and indulgence event in the Alps. The hotel is nestled 
in 2.100 meters above sea level, embedded into the Oetztal mountains, which played the 
setting for the latest James Bond movie "Spectre". Skiing ethusiasts will also have the 
opportunity to enjoy the breathtaking slopes. 
 
Yet again, highly acclaimed industry partners teamed up with us to provide you 
unforgettable indulgence with noble spirits, precious wines and excellent culinary 
discoveries. 
 
One of the highlights for cigar aficionados will be the official European launch of a Rocky 
Patel Premium Cigar in the gourmet restaurant ice Q in 3048 meters above sea level. Rocky 
Patel himself will take part in the event and present his varied assortment of finest cigars. 
 
Guests will have the daily opportunity to take part in various highly acclaimed tastings of 
rare whiskies by Macallan and Glenfiddich, rum specialities of Ron Zacapa, finest cognacs 
and most prestigiously rated wines and champagnes. 
 
For adrenaline fueled test drives, Mercedes-Benz provides their newest AMG models for the 
guests on all days of the event. 
 
For the event, the Hotel Schoene Aussicht, the ice Q and the alpine hut Gampe Thaya are 
exclusively reserved. It goes without saying that throughout "Mountain on Fire" the 
enjoyment of cigars is permitted at all locations. 
 
Breathtaking experiences and a varied program are guaranteed. 
 
Our passion - providing the extraordinary! 
 
 
 
Thursday, April 25th 2019 
 
We welcome our guests with a glass of Gosset champagne and sweet treats. For a get-to-
know each other, we arrange a "meet & smoke" with a traditional tyrolian snack. 
 
Wine lovers can enjoy a special tasting in the hotel's spectacular wine cellar. The Austrian 
top-winemaker Erich Scheiblhofer from the Burgenland region will present his wines and 
offer expert insights.  
Try whisky rarities of the highly acclaimed, Scottish distilleries of Macallan and Glenfiddich. 
Ron Zacapa invites you to a degustation of their refined rum specialities from Guatemala, 



combined with a variety of luxurious chocolates. Enlight your senses with fine Cognacs and a 
personalized fragrance counseling by Maison Berger Paris. 
Experience pure driving pleasure, while test driving the latest Mercedes-Benz AMG models 
and luxury sedans. 
 
Be excited for a stylisch night in the hotel's panoramic restaurant. For an aperitif you will be 
welcomed with Bollinger Champagne. The exclusive six-course gala dinner will be 
accompanied by Erich Scheiblhofer's corresponding wines. We are proud to present you the 
first Austrian red wine that scored 100 Falstaff-points; Cuvée Batonnage 2015. Truly a 
highlight of the first evening and a unique possibility to reward your distiguished palate. The 
dessert will finish off with sweet wine, coffee- and tea specialities and Rocky Patel Premium 
Cigars. 
 
Relax the night away with a cigar, a glass of wine and newly made friends with live music in 
the Sky- or Hotelbar. 
 
Friday, April 26th 2019 
 
The breakfast will take place at the „Gampe Thaya“, a rustic cabin focusing on indulgence 
with home-made products from their own farm in Soelden's ski area. The destination can be 
reached with skis during the ski-safari with skiing instructors of "Skischule Soelden" or 
through the hotel shuttle free of charge. Around noon guests will return back to Hotel 
Schoene Aussicht. 
 
The afternoon offers an array of exclusive tastings. Family Nonino from Italy's Friaul region 
will personally present their brilliant grappa. Wine- and champagne lovers will experience a 
special atmosphere in the wine cellar, when the sommelière expertly presents rarities from 
the last 20 years from the house of Moët & Chandon/Dom Pérignon. Enjoy a cigar with 
Rocky Patel from his wide assortment and indulge with savory tyrolian snacks. 
 
For non-drinking horsepower enthusiasts Mercedes-Benz provides their latest AMG models 
and luxury sedans for test drives. 
 
For the gala dinner, Taittinger Champagne welcomes the guests with a 15l Nebukadnezar 
bottle. The six-course dinner will be accompanied by the Austrian top wineries of Gerhard 
Markowitsch from Lower Austria and Weingut Esterhazy from the Burgenland region. 
Weingut Esterhazy will present white wines, specially featuring their award-winning 
Chardonnay "Ried Lama" and a "Beerenauslese" with dessert. Gerhard Markowitsch will 
present his red wine treasures personally. Of course, guests also receive Rocky Patel 
Premium Cigars at the dinner. 
 
Finish the night in the cozy hotel bar or in the Sky Bar with live music and great 
conversations. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Saturday, April 27th 2019 
 
Guests are guaranteed a day with breathtaking experiences for all senses! 
 
Before noon, shuttles take the guests from Hotel Schoene Aussicht to the 
"Gaislachkogelbahn", from where a gondola reaches the gourmet restaurant ice Q,  
3048 meters above sea level, surrounded by 250 "three-thousanders" - the legendary setting 
of the James Bond movie "Spectre". 
 
Finest champagne and chillout live music, followed by excellent culinary delights, combined 
with the breathtaking views of snow-covered mountain-tops - indulgence on the highest 
level. 
 
The exquisite tasting menue is accompanied by delicate wines from the Tuscan winery of 
Capannelle. In this breathtaking location, a European release of a Rocky Patel Premium Cigar 
is celebrated. 
 
To accompany the dessert, Gerhard Kracher personally presents three sweet wines. The 
"sweetwinestar" from the Burgenland stands on the peak of the wine world. Be excited for 
his passionate rhetoric about combinations with desserts and cigars. 
 
In the afternoon, the sun terrace of Hotel Schoene Aussicht can be enjoyed, guests can take 
part in the various tastings or Mercedes-Benz test drives. 
 
For the gala dinner you are welcomed with a glass of champagne in Hotel Schoene Aussicht's 
panoramic restaurant. The exclusive six course dinner is accompanied by the distinguished 
wineries of Hannes Hirsch from Kamptal in Lower Austria and Weingut Tesch from the 
Burgenland region. Weingut Hirsch shows, with an exciting combination how white wines 
can accompany meat dishes with their creations "Heiligenstein" and "Lamm". Josef Tesch 
explains his red wines and specially pairs his Falstaff red wine category winner "Patriot" 
2012. In combination with the dessert, Weingut Weinrieder provides a sweet wine, followed 
by coffee- and tea specialties and Rocky Patel Premium Cigars. 
 
The crowning finale of the night is formed by a spectacular fireworks display and a midnight 
pool party - with DJ Sound, show acts and finest beverages. 
The party will take place in the hotel's spa area and its outdoor infinity pool. Enjoy the 
fireworks and atmosphere with a cigar and drinks in the 36 degrees Celsius warm pool. At 
the World Class Bar and the Moët Ice Bar specialized drinks can be purchased. A world 
reknown, international bartender mixes the World Class drinks. 
 
 
Sunday, April 28th 2019 
 
Brunch and individual departure 
 



 
 
 
 
FAQ 
 
Rocky Patel Premium Cigars are provided for immediate consumption throughout the event 
by staff, free of charge for the guests. 
 
Not included are: 
Skiing passes and consumption outside of the program, including consumption at the various 
bars. 
 
Shuttle: 
Please let us know if you require a free of charge VIP-shuttle transfer from Innsbruck Airport 
(INN). 
Should you require transfer from another airport, we gladly give you contacts for your self 
arranged transfers. 
 
Smoking: 
Throughout the event days, the consumption of cigars is permitted at all locations and in the 
entire hotel, with the exception of the guest rooms. Of course, guests have the possibility to 
enjoy their meals in a separate, smoke-free atmosphere of the hotel restaurant, if desired. 
"Mountain on Fire" is an event solely for adults. Guests under the age of 18 cannot attend 
the event.  


